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http://www.mas.be/Museum_MAS_EN/MASEN/On-Display/Antwerp-as-a-telecom-city.html
http://www.mas.be/Museum_MAS_EN/MASEN/On-Display/Antwerp-as-a-telecom-city.html
http://www.mas.be/Museum_MAS_EN/MASEN/On-Display/Antwerp-as-a-telecom-city.html
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1. Introduction 

1.1 General 

A mini-exhibition was setup in Antwerp, Belgium to give people an idea about te-

lephony’s history. The exhibition started at October 18, 2014 and will last until Feb-

ruary 8, 2015.  

1.2 History 

Alexander Graham Bell, an American, invented the telephone in 1876. When companies 

founded around his invention were looking for expansion to Europe, they chose Antwerp, 

which at that point in time was the largest port in the world with many wealthy entrepre-

neurs and investors. First Bell Telephone Manufacturing Company (locally known as "the 

Bell") was established and then a few years later, the Antwerp Telephone and Electric 

Works, better known as ATEA, was founded. 

For more than 100 years, both companies were leaders in cutting edge telephone technol-

ogy. Telephones and telephone exchanges from both of these companies were success-

fully installed worldwide. 

At its peak, about twenty thousand people were working in the telecom industry in Ant-

werp. Due to globalization and technological changes such as miniaturization, both com-

panies had to scale down, and are now part of a bigger entity.  

Most objects in this exhibition are part of the ATEA heritage, but are typical for the telecom 

industry. 

Four time periods are considered, showing for each time period the appropriate technolo-

gy, material and features typical for that period.  

Initially we see wooden telephone boxes as small pieces of furniture in a “Belle Époque” 

interior, later on we see more industrial looking products.  

We will see the evolution from a basic nostalgic telephone with a crank up to a sophisticat-

ed smartphone with many modern communications features. 

Telephone usage (adoption) graphs demonstrate that in the beginning only very rich peo-

ple could afford to have a telephone. By 2014 almost everyone has their own intelligent 

sophisticated wireless device in their pocket or purse. 

1.3 Company history 

 ATEA: A History of ATEA 1892-1999; see  

http://www.kulentuur.be/ateamuseum/vrienden_atea_museum/publicaties/atea_thg

_spring_2012.pdf 

 BTMC: The Bell Telephone Manufacturing Company of Antwerp, Belgium; article by 

Bob Estreich and Jan Verhelst at 

http://www.vintagephones.com.au/Pages/BTMC/BTMCHistory.htm 

http://www.kulentuur.be/ateamuseum/vrienden_atea_museum/publicaties/atea_thg_spring_2012.pdf
http://www.kulentuur.be/ateamuseum/vrienden_atea_museum/publicaties/atea_thg_spring_2012.pdf
http://www.vintagephones.com.au/Pages/BTMC/BTMCHistory.htm
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ATEA started in 1892 in Berchem, a suburb of Antwerp in the building at the right side, at the corner. 
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Setup of the exhibition, mainly divided over 4 windows 
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2. Welcome 

2.1 A manual exchange 

 

 

This is a typical manual exchange. A user warned the operator 

by turning crank, and announced who he or she wanted to talk 

to. The connection was setup by means of cables and plugs. 

Secrecy was not always guaranteed, and some attendants did 

like to tell gossips! 

This ATEA system can service 140 subscribers. It has been re-

stored by the Friends of the ATEA-museum. 

Why were telephone operators mostly female? 

In January 1878 the Boston Telephone Dispatch company had 

started hiring boys as telephone operators. Boys had been very 

successful as telegraphy operators, but their attitude (lack of pa-

tience) and behavior (pranks and cursing) was unacceptable for 

live phone contact, so the company began hiring women opera-

tors instead. 

The companies observed that women were generally more cour-

teous to callers. However, a contributing factor to women enter-

ing this workforce was because women's labor was cheap in 

comparison to men's. Specifically, women were paid from one half to one quarter of a 

man's salary. 

So women held the chair for most of the next 50 years until (in the USA) laws against dis-

crimination forced the Telco’s to allow men in that job. Although the percentages were qui-

et small except during strikes when all available management man or women were called 

to "man" the boards! 

Source:  

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emma_Nutt 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switchboard_operator 

 http://www.ieeeghn.org/wiki/index.php/Telephone_Operators 

 http://www.privateline.com/TelephoneHistory5/maleoperator.htm 

 

  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emma_Nutt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switchboard_operator
http://www.ieeeghn.org/wiki/index.php/Telephone_Operators
http://www.privateline.com/TelephoneHistory5/maleoperator.htm
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3. 1880-1930: “Belle Époque” 

3.1 General introduction 

When the American Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone in 1876, his invention 

was rapidly introduced throughout the Western world. In Antwerp, Bell and ATEA were 

founded, which manufactured telephones and telephone exchanges.  

Only well-to-do citizens – such as the doctor, the notary and the mayor – had a telephone. 

Conversations were set up manually. By turning the crank, contact was established with 

an operator, who was given the name of the called party. The operator then established 

the connection via cables and plugs. 

 

 

. 
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3.2 How many people did have a telephone during the “Belle Époque”? 
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3.3 Company logo 

 

3.4 Devices 

3.4.1 Classic wooden telephones 

In the early days of telephony, telephones were built using traditional meth-

ods and a few basic materials such as wood, copper, metal and ebonite.  

The first telephones had a microphone that was separate from the receiver. 

The compartment at the bottom contained batteries. With the crank the op-

erator could be called.  

 

 

 

3.4.2 View on the Belle Époque technology: open phone 

This is the oldest phone in the ATEA collec-

tion of MAS. This phone has been fully re-

stored by Carlos Bekaert. 

It dates definitely from the 1890s  

- “dry stamp” with the company name 

on the door 

- Non – isolated wires 

- Hinges used as electrical conductor  

 

 

Open phone – Belle Époque period 
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3.4.3 Upstairs-downstairs 

In the houses and mansions of the bourgeoisie, residents could call 

their servants with a push of a button. The servants could see on a 

panel in which room they were needed.  

 

 

 

 

At a later stage it also became possible to call the servants directly and 

give them instructions via the internal telephone. This device was also 

used for communication within small companies. 

 

3.4.4 The candlestick 

Telephones became more elegant and user-friendly. In the design of the ‘candlestick’ the 

bell and the handle were hidden inside a ‘bell box’.  

 Notice the bilingual (French-Dutch) 

user instructions near the mouth-

piece. 

This BTMC phone dates from the be-

ginning of the 20th century; it is part of 

the collection of Filip Van Steenkiste. 

Laurence Rudolf wrote an extensive 

article about the sol called “golf ball 

candlestick”, see http://www.britishtelephones.com/t002.htm 

Also ATEA manufactured 

candlesticks 

 

Candlestick manufacturing at 

ATEA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.britishtelephones.com/t002.htm
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Candlestick manufactur-

ing at BTMC Antwerp. 

 

Source: Laurence Rudolf 

(UK) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.1 The Ericsson Eifel tower or skeleton phone 

 

 

The Swedish company Ericsson designed the first integrated tele-

phone receiver in the 1880s. This device was also built under license 

by ATEA and Bell. 

This object is part of the Carlos Bekaert collection. 

3.4.1 The first Office telephone 

 

Originally mostly wall phones were delivered. Since companies and 

people such as doctors and lawyers preferred to have some kind of 

desk phone, this styling appeared after World War I. It looks as part of 

the furniture. 
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3.4.2 The manually operated telephone exchange 

When a subscriber turned the handle of his tele-

phone, a bell started ringing in the exchange. The 

operator then inserted a plug into this line to learn 

who the subscriber wished to be connected to. The 

operator then called the recipient and connected 

him/her to the caller.  

This object is part of the Jan Verhelst collection. 

 

 

3.5 Multimedia on 1880-1930 

Powerpoint presentation: “ATEA telephones and the ‘Belle Époque’ “ 
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3.6 Earliest text messages: telegrams 

Text messages could be sent by telegram. In the business world, for instance, orders were placed in coded form. In common life, 

luxury telegrams could be used, for example, to congratulate someone.  
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4. 1930-1960 around World War II: Industrialization 
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4.1 How many people did have a telephone around World War II? 
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4.2 Introduction 

From the end of the 1920s onwards, the production and functioning of telephone ex-

changes was automated. The introduction of metal alloys, such as zamac, and syn-

thetics, such as Bakelite, left its mark on both the production and the design of tele-

phones. 

The telephone network was operated by the government owned “Regie van Telefonie 

en Telegrafie” (RTT), the predecessor of the present-day Belgacom. 

Telephony finally gained success in the business world as well. People with higher 

incomes also had a telephone at home, but this was not within the reach of the com-

mon man. 

4.3 Company logo 

 

4.4 Objects 

4.4.1 Internal telephony expands to intercom systems 

The high-rise buildings which appeared from the 1930s onwards 

were equipped with intercom systems. Via a microphone and a 

speaker at the front entrance, one could talk to visitors before let-

ting them in.  

This bakelite receiver and metal door speaker are typical of the 

1940s. 
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4.4.2 Typical phone 

 

At the request of RTT, Bell and ATEA designed and produced one standard tele-

phone together.  

At the end of the 1920s the first automatic exchanges were installed. Subscribers 

could instruct these themselves by means of the dial on their telephone. In areas 

where the changeover was in full swing, both telephones with dials and telephones 

with cranks were supplied. 

4.4.3 View on the technology around WW 2: open phone 

 

 

- “RTT-56 A” on the bottom indicates the phone has been assembled by 

ATEA  

- “RTT-56 B” is the indication for a BTMC assembly 
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4.4.4 Telephone on a mixed network 

These phones were used in business environments as a so 

called “intermediate phone”. Jack Ryan: “An intermediate 

telephone system consists of a main telephone and an ex-

tension. The main (or a control box next to it) has a switch to 

select "Exchange", so that the main telephone can make 

calls as usual via the local exchange (central office), "Exten-

sion". So that the main telephone can call the extension, and 

"Exchange to Extension" so that the extension telephone can 

be connected to the exchange. There are facilities so that 

the main user knows if the extension is connected to the exchange”. 

4.4.1 An “art déco” phone 

 

 

BTMC 1936 catalogue 
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This Bakelite phone from the 1930s is a BTMC design, with 

definitely an “art déco” look, such as seen also on radios 

etc. built in that timeframe.  

This phone is very well appreciated by phone collectors. 

 

 

 

4.4.2 The office telephone: ‘system 600’ 

For use in small and medium enterprises the so-called ‘key 

systems’ were designed: with one push of a button, one could 

reach a colleague or get an outside line. With the dial an exter-

nal number could be formed.  

 

4.4.3 The pay phone 

 

Those who did not have a telephone at home, or wanted to call 

someone while they were on their way somewhere, had to use a 

pay phone in a phone booth or a pub. This device was manufac-

tured by Bell and is typical of the 1950s. 

 

 

 

4.4.4 The small electromechanical exchange 

Automatic exchanges were built by com-

bining ingenious electromechanical parts, 

such as relays and step by step switches. 

The connection was established mechan-

ically without the intervention of an opera-

tor. 

 

 

 

Call me! 

This type of exchange was used in companies and could operate a maximum of 22 

telephone lines. This device was manufactured by ATEA around 1960. 
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The exchange still works perfectly. Take up the left device, dial the number of the 

right device, and the device on the right will start ringing. Now pick up, and you can 

talk to each other! 

4.5 Multimedia 1930-1960 

 Powerpoint presentation: ATEA telephones around WW II 

 Movie “How to dial “ A 1954 AT&T instruction movie  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PuYPOC-gCGA 

 Electromechanical ATEA system working 

4.6 Text messages by telex 

The telex was a message service for which the RTT operated a separate telex net-

work. People could ‘call’ another telex and then type a message via a terminal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PuYPOC-gCGA
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5. 1960-1990 Golden sixties: Democratization 

5.1 Introduction 

From the 1960s onwards, the telephone became accessible to all. Besides compa-

nies, nearly all private persons now had a land line.  

Materials such as plastic were used for the mass production of streamlined tele-

phones. From the 1970s onwards, electronics offered more possibilities for exchang-

es and telephones, and this resulted in more compact telephone exchanges. The dial 

was replaced by the keypad, which allowed for digits to be transmitted faster.  After 

1986 telephones became fully electronic and new possibilities became available, 

such as a number memory, hands-free calling, etc. 

Finally, everything was controlled by software, and the integration with data commu-

nication was gradually prepared. 
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5.2 Company logo 
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5.3 How many people did have a telephone in the “Golden Sixties”? 
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5.4 Objects 

5.4.1 Internal telephony 

 

Modernization also took place in internal telephony and intercom 

systems. Both the devices inside the house and the door speaker 

were made of plastic, and ATEA, as a leading manufacturer, main-

tained an important market share. 

 

 

5.4.2 The national telephone  

 
  

1972 1977 1986 

 

At the request of the RTT, ATEA and Bell regularly produced a new design for a ‘na-

tional’ telephone. 

5.4.3 The office telephone ‘system 800’ 

These telephones were used by SMEs and allowed for 

smooth  internal and external business communication.  

 

 

 

5.4.4 The data phone ‘DATEA 2000’ 

In the 1980s data communication gained increasing im-

portance, especially for payments with debit and credit cards. 

In order to be able to carry out those payments in a safe way, 

a software-controlled telephone was built, which communicat-

ed with  computers of the banks via the telephone network. 

The ‘DATEA’ was the first data phone in the world. 
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See also : http://www.kulentuur.be/ateamuseum/vrienden_atea_museum/publicaties/micro-fone.pdf 

5.4.5 The orange telephone 

The pay phone persisted, and was manufactured in the typical 

bright colors of the time. Coins were replaced by ‘tokens’, 

which could be bought from the pub owner or from the land-

lord. 

 

 

 

 

5.4.6 Electronic exchange 

Exchanges are now controlled electronically and via soft-

ware. As a result, they have become smaller, the cost per 

line is lower, and adjustments for a customer can be 

made more easily. 

The ‘type 8800’ exchange is a first software-controlled 

exchange for 6 internal lines and 2 external lines, and 

was used a lot by SMEs and independent professionals. 

5.5 Multimedia  “Golden sixties” 

Powerpoint  ATEA telephones and exchanges  typical for 1960-1990. 

5.6 Text messages by fax 

With a fax machine one could scan a document, send it to 

a similar machine over a telephone line and have it printed 

it there. This way, one could send not only text, but graphic 

information as well. 

 
 
 

 

  

 

 

 

http://www.kulentuur.be/ateamuseum/vrienden_atea_museum/publicaties/micro-fone.pdf
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6. Today communications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

In 2014 all communication is integrated into ‘the cloud’, and all possible means of 

communication are available anytime, anywhere. The evolution of traditional telepho-

ny over 100 years has repeated itself with wireless communication in less than 20 

years. In 1994 Proximus provided the first Belgian cellular phone network.  
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6.2 How many people do have a telephone today? 
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6.3 Objects 

6.3.1 Cellular phones 

 

Before the introduction of the cellular phone 

network, there were already ‘radiotelephones’, 

which were usually installed in cars. From 1994 

onwards, compact mobile phones have evolved 

at an incredible speed. Initially, they were only 

equipped with basic functions and had a visible 

antenna. The evolution of smartphones with end-

less possibilities is still going on today.  

6.3.2 Internal mobile communication 

Even within companies or homes, we communicate using wireless telephones: the so-called ‘DECT’ systems. 

These are linked to the land line via a base station. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

+/-1985 +/-1994 +/-2003 +/-2009 
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6.3.3 Wireless communication 

A central element of present-day communication is wireless Internet access in the entire home and also in public 

places: ‘Wi-Fi’. 

 

 

 

6.4 Text messages by E-mail, SMS.. 

Today text communication is via SMS, E-mail and social media such as twitter, whatsapp, etc.  

 

7. Multimedia 

7.1 On a PC 

Several movies and presentations are shown on a PC 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_cwXDK-L6c  Our movie about a Strowger exchange, with English subtitles 

Funny stuff with telephones; 

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x27nn4i_funny-laurel-hardy-telephone_fun 

We had some others, but they are in French, Dutch etc. 

7.2 ATEA in the city 

Most people knew ATEA as a manufacturer of front door intercom systems and traffic lights . The company was market leader for 

these products. Although manufacturing of these products has been discontinued in the early 1990s, there are still many of these 

devices in service in the Antwerp area. We took pictures and they are shown on a city map. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_cwXDK-L6c
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x27nn4i_funny-laurel-hardy-telephone_fun
http://www.google.be/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=DjZNFE2v9ZX6GM&tbnid=A4CZU97OuPf96M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.comboupdates.com/2012/12/tricks-for-deciphering-your-wi-fi-router.html&ei=jYypUtvuI6nE0QXQ4ICwCg&bvm=bv.57967247,d.ZG4&psig=AFQjCNFijGexnfzzDDo0rdMKHwqCEBxnAQ&ust=1386929650432066
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8. Some technical information 

Overview of a call setup in the different periods: 

¨Period Description Who How to setup a connec-

tion 

Tool Connection Technology Materials 

1880-1930 Belle Époque Wealthy 

citizens 

Turn the crank, ask the 

operator 

 

Crank Wired Electrical Wood, Ebonite, Cup-

per  

1930-1960 around WW II Industry Go off hook, dial tone, dial 

the number 

Dial Wired Electrical Metal, Bakelite, Cup-

per 

1960-1990 Golden sixties Most fami-

lies  

Go off hook, dial tone, tap 

the number on the keypad 

Touch Tone Wired Electronic Metal, Plastics 

1990-2014 Today Almost eve-

rybody 

Send preprogrammed 

number from Cellular 

phone 

Messages (1) Wireless Software High quality plastics 

 

(1)  A phone sends digit after digit when using a Dial or keypad. The advanced computer controlled systems a message is sent 

from the phone to the exchange, containing a wealth of information, i.e.: 

- Telephone number calling party 

- Telephone number called party 

- Data for extra features 
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9. The Friends of the ATEA-Museum 

ATEA became part of Siemens in 1986. Around the beginning of the 21st century, the 

telecom underwent a series of transformations that resulted in the restructuring of the 

telecom industry. These endangered the continuing existence of the ATEA heritage 

(phones, exchanges and documentation). A group of former ATEA employees 

founded a non-profit organization, “The Friends of the ATEA-Museum”. Their objec-

tive was to keep the ATEA heritage intact. 

 

The newly erected museum MAS (Museum aan de Stroom / Museum at the Stream) 

in Antwerp was willing to accept objects related to the ATEA heritage, and in the au-

tumn of 2014, we will have our first exhibition. 

Members: 

 Carlos Bekaert 

 Luc Bruglemans 

 Erik De Cooman 

 Louis De Raedt 

 Alex Sauwens 

 Hubert Vanooteghem 

 Jan Verhelst 

 Karel Verhelst 


